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The Power of Ideas 1978 over a hundred years ago the german
poet heine warned the french not to underestimate the power of
ideas philosophical concepts nurtured in the stillness of a
professor s study could destroy a civilisation isaiah berlin two
concepts of liberty 1958 the nineteen essays collected here show
isaiah berlin at his most lucid these short introductory pieces
provide the perfect starting point for the reader new to his work
their linking theme is the crucial social and political role of ideas
and of their progenitors the subjects vary widely from philosophy
to education from russia to israel from marxism to romanticism
and the appositeness of heine s warning is exemplified on a broad
front the contents include berlin s last essay a retrospective
autobiographical survey and the classic statement of his zionist
views as a whole the book exhibits the full range of his expertise
and demonstrates the enormously engaging individuality as well as
the power of his own ideas
The Power Of Ideas 2012-06-30 one of the most widely adopted
texts in the field philosophy the power of ideas offers a topical
introduction to philosophy within an overarching historical
framework the goal of the authors is to make philosophy
understandable while not oversimplifying the material showing
that philosophy contains powerful ideas that affect the lives of
real people
The Origins and Power of Ideas 2024-05-22 only recently has the
power of ideas been taken seriously as a form of agency in
international relations say these scholars and practitioners in the
profession and further that recognition by exploring how ideas
influence international or independent commissions most of the 14
studies focus on specific commissions while others discuss more
gene
Philosophy 2022-02-07 a breakthrough book wonderfully
applicable to everything in life and funny as hell nassim nicholas
taleb why is red bull so popular even though everyone hates the
taste why do countdown boards on platforms take away the pain
of train delays and why do we prefer stripy toothpaste discover
the alchemy behind original thinking as ted talk superstar and
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ogilvy advertising legend rory sutherland reveals why abandoning
logic and casting aside rationality is the best way to solve any
problem in his first book he blends cutting edge behavioural science
jaw dropping stories and a touch of branding magic on his mission
to turn us all into idea alchemists he shows how economists
businesses and governments have got it all wrong we are not
rational creatures who make logical decisions based on evidence
instead the big problems we face every day whether as an individual
or in society could very well be solved by thinking less logically
to be brilliant you have to be irrational
Philosophy 2001 china s momentous socioeconomic
transformation is not taking place in an intellectual vacuum
chinese scholars and public intellectuals are actively engaged in
fervent discussions about the country s domestic and foreign
policies demographic constraints and ever growing integration into
the world community this book focuses on china s major think
tanks where policies are initiated and on a few prominent thinkers
who influence the way in which elites and the general public
understand and deal with the various issues confronting the
country the book examines a number of factors contributing to the
rapid rise of chinese think tanks in the reform era these include the
leadership s call for scientific decision making the need for
specialized expertise in economics and finance as china becomes an
economic powerhouse the demand for opinion leaders in the wake of
a telecommunication revolution driven by social media the
accumulation of human and financial capital and the increasing
utility of the revolving door nature of think tanks it has been
widely noted that think tanks and policy advisors have played an
important role in influencing the strategic thinking of the top
leadership including the formation of ideas such as the three
represents china s peaceful rise one belt one road and the founding
of the asian infrastructure investment bank aiib in 2014 president
xi jinping made think tank development a national strategy and he
claimed that building a new type of think tank with chinese
characteristics is an important and pressing mission though the
media outside china has often reported on this important
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development it has all but escaped rigorous scholarly scrutiny
this book will categorize chinese think tanks by their various forms
such as government agencies university based think tanks private
think tanks business research centers or consultancies and civil
society groups it will not only analyze the problems and
challenges in china s think tank development but also reveal the
power of ideas
Return on Imagination 2002 the essays collected in this new
volume reveal isaiah berlin at his most lucid and accessible he was
constitutionally incapable of writing with the opacity of the
specialist but these shorter more introductory pieces provide the
perfect starting point for the reader new to his work those who
are already familiar with his writing will also be grateful for this
further addition to his collected essays the connecting theme of
these essays as in the case of earlier volumes is the crucial social
and political role past present and future of ideas and of their
progenitors a rich variety of subject matters is represented from
philosophy to education from russia to israel from marxism to
romanticism so that the truth of heine s warning is exemplified on a
broad front it is a warning that berlin often referred to and
provides an answer to those who ask as from time to time they do
why intellectual history matters among the contributions are my
intellectual path berlin s last essay a retrospective
autobiographical survey of his main preoccupations and jewish
slavery and emancipation the classic statement of his zionist
views long unavailable in print his other subjects include the
enlightenment giambattista vico vissarion belinsky alexander herzen
g v plekhanov the russian intelligentsia the idea of liberty
political realism nationalism and historicism the book exhibits the
full range of his enormously wide expertise and demonstrates the
striking and enormously engaging individuality as well as the
power of his own ideas over a hundred years ago the german poet
heine warned the french not to underestimate the power of ideas
philosophical concepts nurtured in the stillness of a professor s
study could destroy a civilization isaiah berlin two concepts of
liberty 1958 this new edition adds a number of previously
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uncollected pieces including berlin s earliest statement of the
pluralism of values for which he is famous
International Commissions and the Power of Ideas 2005 in this
study the contributors maintain that forcefully expressed ideas
have in fact wrought huge changes in the world sometimes of great
good sometimes of overwhelming evil the theme of these essays is
that the hope of the next century of human history hangs on our
ability to recapture our faith in the social power of ideas this
book is a collection of papers presented at the 11th international
social philosophy conference held in helsinki in the summer of 1993
Alchemy 2019-05-07 in this fascinating study leading american
china scholar cheng li has written and compiled an unprecedented
volume on china s rapidly growing community of think tanks the
study includes a thorough inventory of china s research
institutions government and private and it offers compelling case
studies of four leading public intellectuals but the best part is
cheng li s own deep insights into this community of thinkers and
institutions their relative strengths and weaknesses and impact on
china s domestic and foreign policies this volume should be
mandatory reading for all china specialists david shambaugh
george washington university and author of china s future china s
momentous socioeconomic transformation is not taking place in an
intellectual vacuum chinese scholars and public intellectuals are
actively engaged in fervent discussions about the country s
domestic and foreign policies demographic constraints and ever
growing integration into the world community this book focuses
on china s major think tanks where policies are initiated and on a
few prominent thinkers who influence the way in which elites and the
general public understand and deal with the various issues
confronting the country the book examines a number of factors
contributing to the rapid rise of chinese think tanks in the reform
era these include the leadership s call for scientific decision making
the need for specialized expertise in economics and finance as china
becomes an economic powerhouse the demand for opinion leaders in
the wake of a telecommunication revolution driven by social media
the accumulation of human and financial capital and the increasing
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utility of the revolving door nature of think tanks it has been
widely noted that think tanks and policy advisors have played an
important role in influencing the strategic thinking of the top
leadership including the formation of ideas such as the three
represents china s peaceful rise one belt one road and the founding
of the asian infrastructure investment bank aiib in 2014 president
xi jinping made think tank development a national strategy and he
claimed that building a new type of think tank with chinese
characteristics is an important and pressing mission though the
media outside china has often reported on this important
development it has all but escaped rigorous scholarly scrutiny
this book will categorize chinese think tanks by their various forms
such as government agencies university based think tanks private
think tanks business research centers or consultancies and civil
society groups it will not only analyze the problems and
challenges in china s think tank development but also reveal the
power of ideas
Power Of Ideas, The: The Rising Influence Of Thinkers And Think
Tanks In China 2017-03-14 this element argues that
understanding media and democracy in troubled times requires an
analytical framework that takes seriously the role of ideas in
political life and communication we develop a framework for
analyzing ideas and argue that the empirical study of ideas should
combine interpretive approaches to derive meaning and understand
influence with quantitative analysis to help determine the reach
spread and impact of ideas we illustrate our approach through
three case studies the idea of reparations in ta nehisi coates s the
case for reparations the idea of free expression in mark zuckerberg s
facebook policy speech at georgetown and andrew yang s idea of
the freedom dividend as a form of universal basic income we trace
the landscapes and spheres within which these ideas emerged and
were articulated within the ways they were encoded in discourse
the fields they travelled across and how they became powerful
The Power of Ideas 2013-11-10 in the new preface to this
paperback edition kathleen r mcnamara recounts the rapid progress
made in 1998 toward european monetary integration and explores
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the significance of political forces in bringing about recent key
developments
The Power of Ideas in American History 1913 blake parker worked
on this series of writings in the last year of his life while he lived
with a terminal diagnosis of cancer it is a mixture of poetry
dialogues book reports and short essays formed as a sort of
shorthand to a number of concepts primarily from sociology and
anthropology which he saw as useful if not actually essential
for understanding symbolic interpretation and the essence of the
therapeutic process within a social and cultural context he
designed the psychoanalytic and therapeutic diagrams to clarify
concepts and as teaching aids for art therapy students and
therapists blake uses a phenomenological understanding of
metaphor in order to throw light upon the process of social
construction creativity and conceptions of mysticism or
spirituality the book includes some of his personal reflections
regarding death dying creativity and the meaning of life the notes
are essentially a hermeneutic of mysticism a moving from the parts
to the whole and the whole to the parts it is a forest of ideas and
ramblings in interpretive frameworks that emerged and is presented in
a circular spiral
The Social Power of Ideas 1995 philosophy the power of ideas
offers a comprehensive overview of western philosophy eastern
influences feminist philosophy and postcolonial thought known for
its engaging conversational writing style each chapter provides
clear introductions to even the most difficult philosophical
concepts and includes selected primary readings from some of the
most important thinkers of all time available exclusively through
mcgraw hill create r discourses a database of classical and
contemporary readings for philosophy by donald c abel is an online
collection of more than 450 readings that can be customized for
your course
An analysis of Mr. Locke's doctrine of ideas in his Essay on human
understanding (fold. tab.) ; Of human understanding 1812 reprint
of the original first published in 1883
The Power of Ideas 2017 murray weidenbaum has been a visiting
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scholar at the american enterprise institute and the center for
strategic and international studies a speaker at meetings at the
brookings institution the cato institute and the heritage
foundation and has also written for their publications and served
as a reviewer of ongoing studies in the competition of ideas
weidenbaum examines the political economy of these vital
institutions drawing heavily on several decades of involvement in
their activities he is uniquely able to see their accomplishments as
well as their shortcomings because of the importance of the
activities of their organizations and their tax exempt status think
tanks are held to a high standard weidenbaum shows that
sometimes think tanks are more tank than think major think tanks
are often predictable in the positions they take on public issues and
are far better at analyzing the shortcomings of other elements of
society than of their own operations the overarching issue of
quality control weidenbaum holds deserves more attention than it
has attained in the think tank world this book presents a careful
balanced account of where think tanks have been and where they
are now headed given the high levels of professionalism in many
think tanks a fundamental change in the attitude of their
management is important the compelling need is less for the wielder
of policy than for the lucid synthesizer of relevant research and
analysis likewise society needs sensitivity to the long term
concerns of the citizenry more urgently than rapid response to the
opportunities of the moment future competition particularly
among the major think tanks could well be centered not on
achieving greater visibility but on developing responses to
economic environmental and national security problems that are
likely to be adopted and carried out
Power in Ideas 2021-04-30 journalism of ideas is a comprehensive
field guide for brainstorming discovering reporting digitizing and
pitching news opinion and feature stories within journalism 2 0
with on the job advice from professional journalists activities to
sharpen your multimedia reporting skills and dozens of story ideas
ripe for adaptation dan reimold helps you develop the journalistic
know how that will set you apart at your campus media outlet
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and beyond the exercises observations anecdotes and tips in this
book cover every stage of the story planning and development
process including how news judgment multimedia engagement records
and archival searches and various observational techniques can
take your reporting to the next level separate advice focuses on
the storytelling methods involved in data journalism
photojournalism crime reporting investigative journalism and
commentary writing in addition to these tricks of the trade
journalism of ideas features an extensive set of newsworthy
timely and unorthodox story ideas to jumpstart your creativity
the conversation continues on the author s blog college media
matters reimold also shows students how to successfully
launch a career in journalism the ins and outs of pitching stories
getting your work published and navigating the post graduation
job search related sections of the book highlight the art of
freelancing 2 0 starting an independent site blogging constructing
quality online portfolios securing internships and building a social
media following
The Currency of Ideas 1998 are you looking for a great idea or
some inspiration to start a new venture or to help you grow your
existing business this book contains 100 great business ideas
extracted from the world s best companies ideas provide the fuel
for individuals and companies to create value and success indeed
the power of ideas can even exceed the power of money one simple
idea can be the catalyst to move markets inspire colleagues and
employees and capture the hearts and imaginations of customers
this book can be that very catalyst each idea is succinctly
described and is followed by advice on how such an idea can be
applied to the reader s own business situation a simple but
potentially powerful book for anyone seeking new inspiration and
that killer application
A Forest of Ideas 2014-08-14 the authors lay out a plan to
tap into the full power of employee ideas and how to deal with
them effectively during times of flagging profits increasing
competition budget cuts and layoffs
The Power of Public Ideas 1988 the must read summary of alan
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robinson and dean schroeder s book the idea driven organization
this complete summary of the ideas from alan robinson and dean
schroeder s book the idea driven organization details how the best
ideas to improve a business often come from the front line
according to robinson and schroeder you should listen to these
ideas and apply them this is exactly what an idea driven
organisation does for this concept to work organisations must
have systems in place to push and pull these ideas there are five
steps to building an idea driven organisation 1 understand the
power of front line ideas 2 realise this needs different leadership 3
align your strategy and management 4 implement your front line
idea system 5 use these ideas to innovate added value of this
summary save time understand the power of front line ideas build
an idea driven organisation and benefit from innovative ideas to
learn more read the idea driven organization and start listening to
those that know your business the best
Looseleaf for Philosophy: The Power of Ideas 2022-02-10 how
important have ideas been in the history of australia some people
say not particularly they are wrong australian history and
politics cannot be understood without an appreciation of the
ideas that have motivated australians this collection of essays
examines some of those key ideas they include the idea of democracy
and how it shaped john howards leadership the importance of the
ideal of europe for intellectuals of the 1930s the distributive
ideas as an alternative to liberalism and socialism and the
importance of internationalism as an alternative to nationalism
the papers range in time from the colonial period to the present day
from the ideal of the natural aristocrat to the conservative
populism of pauline hanson and they deal with fascinating
australian from the colonial firebrand daniel deniehy to possibly
the only australian intellectual to engage actively in propaganda
for the nazis randolph hughes these essays demonstrate that there
is a genuine intellectual depth to australia
The Origin of Ideas. Translated from the Fifth Italian Edition of the
Nuovo Saggio Sull'origine Delle Idee 2024-02-14 foreign policy
success or failure is often attributed to the role of leadership
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this volume explores the relationship between president george w
bush s leadership the administration s stated belief in the power of
ideas and the ideas of power and its approach to the war on
terror drawing on the international expertise of ten american
foreign policy and security specialists this incisive and timely book
combines theoretical perspectives on political leadership with
rigorous empirical analysis of selected aspects of the bush
administration s post 9 11 foreign policy as a result this book
sheds considerable light not just on the limited impact of president
bush s war on terror strategy but also more importantly on why
key ideas underpinning the strategy such as us global primacy and
pre emptive war largely failed to gel in a globalizing world
The Competition of Ideas 2017-07-05 the 100 greatest business
ideas of all time provides some of the most famous occasionally
infamous great business ideas whether unplanned or planned ideas
they all have the common factor of success sometimes hugely
significant like the biro idea pen and sometimes hugely complicated
ideas such as the eurotunnel idea we can learn a lesson from each
and every one of these great idea by drawing hints for the future
from the great ideas of the past with many of the entries the
challenge to the modern day business person to expand the original
idea into their own environment after all anyone in business can
become a billionaire you just need the to have a great idea as your
starting point the 100 greatest business ideas of all time will help
you find yours just some of the ideas ken langdon reveals are the 9
greatest ideas for selling innovations the 10 greatest ideas for
bumper sticker strategies the 5 greatest ideas for winning in the
stock market the 4 greatest ideas so far to become a multi
millionaire on the internet and 72 other fantastic ideas tips and
tricks that will take you and your business to the very top 100
greatest books will enable you to take control of your life and
your career packed with 100 simple but wonderfully effective
ideas these books are fun to use and easy to put into practice
giving you instant results
The Power of Ideas and the Ideas of Power 1996 where do the best
ideas come from and how do we apply these ideas to the problems
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we face at work in the education of our children and in the biggest
shared challenges of our age rising obesity terrorism and climate
change in this bold and inspiring new book matthew syed the
bestselling author of bounce and black box thinking argues that
individual intelligence is no longer enough that the only way to
tackle these complex problems is to harness the power of our
cognitive diversity rebel ideas is a fascinating journey through the
science of team performance it draws on psychology economics
anthropology and genetics and takes lessons from a dazzling range
of case studies including the catastrophic intelligence failings of
the cia before 9 11 a communication breakdown at the top of
mount everest and a moving tale of deradicalization in america s
deep south it is book that will strengthen any company institution
or team but it also offers many individual applications too the
remarkable benefits of personalised nutrition advice on how to
break free of the echo chambers that surround us and tips on how
we can all develop an outsider mindset rebel ideas offers a radical
blueprint for creative problem solving it challenges hierarchies
encourages constructive dissent and forces us to think again
about where the best ideas come from
Journalism of Ideas 2013-06-26 britain s most authentically
prophetic voice daily telegraph the choice with which humankind is
faced is between the idea of power and the power of ideas from his
appointment as chief rabbi in 1991 through to his death in november
2020 rabbi lord jonathan sacks made an incalculable contribution
not just to the religious life of the jewish community but to the
national conversation and increasingly to the global community
on issues of ethics and morality commemorating the first
anniversary of his death this volume brings together a compelling
selection of jonathan sacks bbc radio thought for the day
broadcasts credo columns from the times and a range of articles
published in the world s most respected newspapers along with his
house of lords speeches and keynote lectures first heard and read
in many different contexts these pieces demonstrate with striking
coherence the developing power of sacks ideas on faith and
philosophy alike in each instance he brings to bear deep insights into
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the immediate situation at the time and yet it as if we hear him
speaking to us afresh giving us new strength to face the challenges
and complexities of today s world these words of faith and
wisdom shine as a beacon of enduring light in an increasingly
conflicted cultural climate and prove the timeless nature and
continued relevance of jonathan sacks thought and teachings one
of the great moral thinkers of our time robert d putnam author of
bowling alone
100 Great Business Ideas 2009-11-28 the term civilization comes
with considerable baggage dichotomizing people cultures and
histories as civilized or not while the idea of civilization has been
deployed throughout history to justify all manner of
interventions and sociopolitical engineering few scholars have
stopped to consider what the concept actually means here brett
bowden examines how the idea of civilization has informed our
thinking about international relations over the course of ten
centuries from the crusades to the colonial era to the global war
on terror this sweeping volume exposes civilization as a stage
managed account of history that legitimizes imperialism uniformity
and conformity to western standards culminating in a liberal
democratic global order along the way bowden explores the
variety of confrontations and conquests as well as those
peoples and places excluded or swept aside undertaken in the name
of civilization concluding that the west and the rest have more
commonalities than differences this provocative and engaging
bookultimately points the way toward an authentic
intercivilizational dialogue that emphasizes cooperation over
clashes
Adventures of Ideas 2009-01-26 for much of my life i was
unaware that my words echoed a script i was conditioned to
follow that the lights illuminated only that which i expected to
see and that the orchestra was merely a recording that had been
playing since long before my birth nathan j murphy in the ideas that
rule us political theory researcher author and technology
entrepreneur nathan j murphy takes an eye opening multi disciplinary
deep dive into how others ideology perceived societal norms and
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pop culture influences shape our lives through our decision making
political affiliations and consumer spending murphy deftly weaves
over 4 years of political cognitive and sociological research into
a very relatable and practical discussion about the fascinating
origins of the many influential ideas and ideologies that rule our
lives he also examines the undeniable bond between the abstract
and the emotional a relationship that plays a dominant role in the
human condition and the quality of our lived experience in the ideas
that rule us you will learn the three major ideological fights
that are playing out now and will affect societies world wide in
coming decades including globalization the housing crisis and drug
legalization and acceptance how ideology has been used to change
history and influence societal norms including a three point plan
historically used by wicked elites to change the ideologies of the
poor in many different countries where ideologies go to die and why
major overriding ideas take 50 60 years to evolve such as the
gradual reduction in the influence of christianity in the uk the
fascinating field of cognitive neuroscience and how different
cultural environments can profoundly impact our brain function
and the sort of people we eventually become whether you want to
understand how your social environment has impacted who you or
you re a political activist who wants to learn how to leverage
that which underlies political expression the ideas that rule us is
your key to unlocking a new understanding of a very complex and
influential topic a well researched thought provoking
reconsideration of society s sacred cows kirkus reviews our
verdict get it praise for the book human experience is fundamentally
composed of two things the incoming stimulations that hit our
sensory apparatus and the ideas that we carry around about the
world and which influence how we construe our perceptions while
the first is mainly governed by biological constraints the latter is
subject also to social and cultural negotiation in his insightful
book the ideas that rules us nathan j murphy walks us through an
impressive amount of research and literature to investigate how
systems of ideas for instance in the form of religion ideology and
policy come to shape our thoughts and behaviors often in ways we
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are not fully aware of professor kristian tyl�n cognitive science
and semiotics aarhus university a broad and insightful dismantling
of the constructs that influence much of our social and political
environment professor andrew barron school of natural sciences
macquarie university a bold new explanation for why politics and
ideology work the way they do russell max simon political
reporter albuquerque journal deputy press secretary for u s
senate campaign nathan uses simple language to shine a light on the
fallacies of the philosophies underlying societal thought dr imad
ahmed postdoctoral research fellow university college london an
impressive connective study that brings together and makes sense
of a wide array of scientific disciplines dr sam nightingale
associate professor university of cape town aspects of this book
have changed how i think about politics simon gentry strategic
communications counsel atticus partners
Ideas Are Free 2015-07-01 as the first academic monograph that
a chinese scholar discusses the histories of thoughts and ideas
related to the development of digital economics this book aims to
make research from the perspective of the history of ideas and
discuss the ideas influencing the development of digital economics
and the evolution of related theories and thoughts with the
methodology of interdisciplinary research the human society is in
the stage of major historic transition and enters the digital world
with the main goal of developing the artificial world in this world
the development of digital economics is significantly characterized
by the deep interaction between the real and the virtual worlds
while the key triggering this paradigm reform is the evolution of
ideas since the modern times while involving the field of computer
these thoughts are also related to the fields of philosophy ethics
communication and economics therefore the results of the research
on the history of ideas related to digital economics are required
to really understand the depth of this discipline if
computationalism is the most important paradigm evolution of
natural science the most important paradigm evolution of social
science is interdisciplinary complex science in the meantime this book
is the most significant in understanding the nature of paradigm
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evolution related to the development of digital economics from
the perspective of complex science and interdisciplinary systematic
researches digital economics is in the foundation laying phase while
this book mainly aims to historically narrate the thoughts of this
discipline and hopes that readers can understand the influence of
ideas in the old era on shaping the disciplines in the new era while
exploring this new discipline the construction of digital economics
is a process of evolution this book will be helpful to understand
the underlying logic of the ideas constructed by the thinkers in
different fields
Summary: The Idea-Driven Organization 2009
The Power of Ideas 2012-08-01
The Bush Leadership, the Power of Ideas, and the War on Terror
2004-03-05
The 100 Greatest Business Ideas of All Time 2020-03-31
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